
 

TH H the description of

THACED due to Bokstedt

unpublished also done by

Breen purely algebraically

Still it seems that THHCfp
as

a rig one needs some topologicalinput

e g
Steenrod operations

Dee Rajon lames
Schwartz

For a reference
Blomberg Cohen Schlictkull

compute FAHCED using Fp as

a Thon spectrum



See also notes by Krause Nikolaus

for a discussion on THH

Topological cyclic homology
appeared

in Bokstedt Hsiang Madsen

KCR TURD

theorem of Dundas Goodwill c McCarthy

if Ramy I e R nilpotent

hone a Cartesian square
KCA TCA

t t
KCHI 54Mt



Applications by HesselHolt Madsen

to compute K theory of
lots

of rings

See Madsen's sway
Algebraic K theory

traces

C ipea
TCCRJ Homeys CI

THHCRD

Initially one didn't hone Gdp as

a homotopy theory instead TC

defined more explicitly

Mentioned by Katedh 2010



Ctheasthantledgy theory CycSp

was constructed by Blumberg Mandell

formula above is correct

Also described by Barnick Ganay

Ayala Magel
Gea RozenHyun

Nikolaus Scholze
all descriptions of

cyclotomic spectra
hare redundancy

in banded
below case

They give a description of cyclotomic
Spector

si
X Is Xt

G

v
sky



The desorption of THHCD R

a candy for their paper

Antican Nikolas Give a description

of cyclotomic spectra in terms

of the invariant TR

topological Cartier
modules

M
Bhatt Monon Scholze

R smooth algebra perfect field k

Then there is a filtration on the

TTTHH Rj whose
associated graded is



G periodic crystalline cohomology of R

Ex R
ftp.THHCFD

Ep of 14 2

TPCFp Bp x 1 1 2

crystalline cob of Rp is Zp

Rink R any Rp algebra

1PCR is a module one TPGFp

TPB LpEp HRHFD



Constructing this filtration is
somewhat subtle Antian Nikolas

gave a simpler ponstudiag BMS

really want to
input mixed cha

vigs agZ

How to construct filtration
on IPAD

1 Derivedfunctors so can apply

to large Ftp Ig derive

differential fans DR oh

2 Construct the filtration directly

for large Ftp Ig ratperfect

Postnikor filtration



Tp is here in even degrees

3 Define on smooth Ttp algs by

faithfully flat
descent

D H uaM J

ED K field

Symi Vectis Vectra

Admits a derived functor

KSymi Dad
DLD so

Explicitly P
Dold Kan into a

simplicial k vector spae

p

Consider Symi p as a new simplicial



k vector spare apply DK

to a chair ox This is Kym

ED Quillen cotangent complex

K a base field

Each cam Kaley R Stay
Kathleen differentiae

The derived feta is the cotangent

complex LRIK

forstunction R a ring choose

a simplicial k aly P w

P q iso



Then
Lak I Sh.lk

geometric
realization

More generally R can be a SCR

Hey proputb Holland I Nk
Comte higher homology

does.no happenifRksmooth

Consider SCRk homotopy theory
of simplicial

Polytic e SCR
can rip



Fact If is any x category

wt sifted colinits

Fm polytics e FungGov e

county
sifted cobnuts

ED e DGD

F I µ on polynomial
rings

Analog of this
for

darned symetic
exterior

universal

property for
denied category



1h general it's hard to
make this

explicit on rigs which are not

polynomial

ED Quillen cotangent cx
LMK Ink
if smooth

Another example
derinedderhany

cohomology

Recall Ck a base field

RIK aly
smooth



Consider
µ
d coughed

K

Smooth

algae Ea alg an

K

R te scene d

let's try to close
this construction

111ns ie

Restrict polynomial rings
then

resolve Csinplicial whys
by polynomial

rings

dhe SLR Eoalgorle



denied de Rham cohomology

ED If R is a poly ring

it's usual de
Rham complex

in general based
on some resolution

Theorem Bhatt k perfect
dem p

dRpk
Trae d if

Cartier
isomorphism

R smooth conjugate
filtration

Not true in cha
O



Also a theory of derived

crystalline cohomology agrees at

ord crystalline color on
smooth algs

crags

Prod k base field Rfk Aly

Claim is that HH Rfc
has a Comsat

descending fltalion
whose gri

die Landed
I

consider lmk pcify
Ni is ithexterior in R modules

deiced



j

Pf Consider
HH Ik SCRK D K

Observe that this counts w sifted

Colin.ts

Everything is determined by polynomial

rings
In fact HHC1k is completely

by value on polynomial rings

If P is a polynomial rig

Ethan
HH GAD SEPIK

tune forsmooth algebras



I

Take the Postikar filtration

Fi HH Mk Tai HH K

gri re DES
Proned prop if P is polynomial

now extend foully Kan extension

to get the statement
in general D

For this t.be useful
need

rings for
which Lmk known



Prof k perfect char p

RIK is a pefect ring

meaning Frobenius R 7 R is an

Iso

Then Luk O

ED Fp x't is a perfect

ring

Ken in deg 9 SINK

dx 0 x c R x YP

dx d gP pig dy O ie cha p



Cor Rfk perfect ring

HANK R CindyOJ

Pf Use HKRfiltation
four

previous propy Lmk
O D

Coe TAHIR RIOT

Rperfect

Describe THHGTpjfn 2pcx.GL
xo p

101 2

1 1 2 x c HURD



D
Nikolaus Scholze THACFD as

a cyclotomic spectrum

THA e e o
ptG

as G ring


